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Abstract
We show that some common varieties of modal K4-algebras have nitary unication type,
thus providing eective best solutions for equations in free algebras. Applications to admissible
inference rules are immediate. c© 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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0. Introduction
Classical propositional calculus enjoys the following remarkable property [9] (corre-
sponding to the unitarity of E-unication type for Boolean algebras): for every formula
A, if there is a substitution  such that (A) is provable, then there is also ‘the best’
substitution with this property, i.e. there is a substitution  such that (A) is provable
and any  such that (A) is provable is, up to provable equivalence, an instantiation
of .
We wonder whether the same property holds for other logical calculi, for instance for
some modal calculi. The answer is negative for all modal logics L enjoying disjunction
property [7]: the formula x_ :x has uniers (by this we mean substitutions making
it a theorem in L)
1 : x 7! 1 2 : x 7! 0
(where 1 is ‘syntactic truth’ and 0 is ‘syntactic false’) and there is no unier more
general than both of them because if
‘L (x)_ :(x)
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then either ‘L (x) (so that  is equivalent to 1) or ‘L :(x) (so that  is equiv-
alent to 2). We shall, however, prove in Section 3 that unication is rather nice
in many common systems like K4, S4, S4Grz, GL, etc., because it is nitary. This
means that there are nitely many ‘best uniers’ for any formula admitting at least
a unier. Otherwise said, if an equation is solvable in the free algebra (on countably
many generators), then there are nitely many ‘best solutions’ for it. We show that
such solutions can be eectively computed, thus obtaining as an immediate corollary a
new proof of Rybakov theorems [12] about the eective recognizability of admissible
inference rules.
As unication for classical logic is the same as E-unication for Boolean alge-
bras, unication in a modal logic L is the same as E-unication for the corresponding
variety of L-modal algebras. In fact, in this case an arbitrary (elementary) E-unication
problem [1]
A1 =E A01; : : : ; An=E A
0
n
is equivalent to the (matching) problem
(A1$A01) ^    ^ (An$A0n)=E 1
and hence to the problem of making a single formula a theorem in L.
A kind of unication for modal logic is treated also in [10, 11], but in a dierent
setting; in such papers unication is, in fact, a part of a resolution-based strategy for
automated theorem proving in modal logic: modal formulas are translated into a suitably
dened ‘path-logic’ and unication is investigated within this logic in order to apply
resolution rule. The present paper, on the other hand, is concerned with E-unication in
the standard sense for the classes of algebras corresponding to the logical calculi (the
two perspectives seem not to directly interact each other, they may also give dierent
unication types).
Our proof strategy follows a line which is also common to [5], where unication
is strictly related to the characterization of nitely presented projective algebras (see
also [4] for general observations on this connection). However, with respect to the
case of intuitionistic logic, the reader will certainly notice the need of much more
rened arguments, especially in Section 2, where now Fine’s ranks are used. Another
dierence lies in the fact that in this paper we get results covering a family of logics
(these kinds of global investigations may also be interesting for general E-unication
theory).
We shall not address real algorithmic aspects here: the unications algorithms we get
are too heavy to be of any practical interest. However, there is the concrete possibility
of making further work in this direction: in [6] we present a unication algorithm for
intuitionistic logic based on a combination of semantic tableaux and classical resolution
rule. The same approach (needing in any case the theoretical foundations given in this
paper) works for modal logics too.
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1. Normal modal logics and Kripke semantics
Modal propositional formulas are built up from the propositional variables x1; x2; : : : ;
y1; y2; : : : ; z1; z2; : : : by using the connectives 1;^; 0;_; ! ; . If A and B are formulas,
:A, A, +A and A$B are dened as A! 0, : :A; A ^ A and as (A!B) ^
(B!A), respectively. Strings of variables are indicated by x; y; z and if A contains
variables only from the list x= x1; : : : ; xn, we express this fact by the notation A(x) or
A(x1; : : : ; xn). F(x) is the totality of formulas of the kind A(x). Formulas in F(;) are
called ground formulas. A normal modal logic L is a set of formulas containing all
classical tautologies, all the formulas of the form (A!B)! ( A! B) and closed
under uniform substitution; modus ponens (from A and A!B infer B) and necessitation
(from A infer A). We shall only consider normal modal logics extending the system
K4, i.e. containing also all formulas of the kind A! A. We recall the replacement
theorem (easily provable by induction)
n^
i=1
+(Ai$Bi) ‘L C(A1=x1; : : : ; An=xn)$C(B1=x1; : : : ; Bn=xn):
Here L is any normal extension of K4 { to be xed from now on { and the notation
D ‘L D0 means that D!D0 belongs to L.
A substitution hx; y; i is a function
 : x!F(y):
This function can be extended in the domain to F(x) by (let us suppose that x=
x1; : : : ; xn)
(A(x))=A((x1)=x1; : : : ; (xn)=xn);
so that we often indicate a substitution by the notation  :F(x)!F(y). In case domain
and codomain can be deduced from the context, a substitution may be simply indi-
cated by . The composition of the substitutions  :F(x)!F(y) and  :F(y)!F(z)
is the substitution  :F(x)!F(z) dened by ()(x)= ((x)) for all x2 x. A substi-
tution 1 :F(x)!F(y) is less general than a substitution 2 :F(x)!F(z) (in symbols
162) i there is a substitution  :F(z)!F(y) such that for all x2 x
‘L (2(x))$ 1(x):
A substitution  :F(x)!F(y) is said to be a unier for a formula A(x) i
‘L (A):
A unier 1 for A is less general than another unier 2 for A i 1 is less general
than 2 as a substitution. A set S of uniers for A is said to be a complete set of
uniers for A if every unier for A is less general than a member of S. A complete
set of uniers for A is said to be a basis of uniers for A i its members are pairwise
incomparable with respect to the preorder 6. A unier  for A is said to be a most
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general unier (mgu) for A i fg is a complete set of uniers for A. An mgu for
A may not exist, we shall prove however in Section 3 that for many common logics
every uniable formula A (i.e. every formula A admitting at least a unier) 1 has a
nite basis of uniers. To do this it is clearly sucient to exhibit a nite complete
set S of uniers for A (an algorithm producing such S is said to be of type conformal
in [13]).
We recall the basic facts concerning nitary Kripke semantics of modal logic. We
deal with nite frames, i.e. triples hP; R; i (to be usually indicated simply with P),
where P is a nite set, R a transitive relation on it and 2P is any element such that
R+p holds for all p2P (the relation R+ is, by denition, equal to R[ id). Notice
that the root  needs not be unique, hence in case of ambiguity it must be explicitly
specied. The cluster cl(p) of a point p is the equivalence class of p under the
equivalence relation R given by
p R q i (pR+q & qR+p):
We shall make use also of the relation
pR>q i (pRq & not qRp):
A nite Kripke model over x is a triple hx; P; ui, where x is a nite list of proposi-
tional variables, P is a nite frame and u :P!P(x) is an abitrary map. We indicate
a Kripke model by u :P!P(x) and if p2P, up denotes the Kripke model obtained
from u :P!P(x) by restricting u in the domain to the subset fq2P jpR+qg (this
subset is regarded as a frame with respect to the relation obtained from the relation of
P by restriction, its specied root is obviously p itself).
If u :P!P(x) is a Kripke model, A2F(x) and p2P, the notion of A being true
at p in u (in symbols u j=p A) is inductively dened as follows:
u j=p x i x2 u(p)
u j=p 1
u 6j=p 0
u j=p A1 ^A2 i u j=p A1 and u j=p A2
u j=p A1 _A2 i u j=p A1 or u j=p A2
u j=p A1!A2 i (u j=p A1) u j=p A2)
u j=p A i 8q (pRq) u j=q A):
A frame P is said to be a frame for L (briey, P 2Fr(L)) i for every Kripke model
u : P!P(x) and A2L, we have that u j= A (where u j= A means that A is true at every
point). For a formula A2F(x), let ModL(A) be fu :P!P(x) jP 2Fr(L)& u j= Ag;
we abbreviate ModL(1) as ModL. We shall make two basic assumptions on the logic
L; rst assumption is simply nite model property, that is:
1 An eective necessary and sucient condition for a formula A to be uniable is given in Example V
from Section 3 below.
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Assumption 1.1. For all A; B2F(x), we have that A ‘L B i ModL(A)ModL(B).
For the second assumption (not to be used in next section), we need to introduce
the frames (
Pn
i=1 Pi)
 and (
Pn
i=1 Pi)
: (
Pn
i=1 Pi)
 is obtained from the disjoint union 2Pn
i=1 Pi by adding a new irreexive root and (
Pn
i=1 Pi)
 is obtained from
Pn
i=1 Pi by
adding a new reexive root (formally, both (
Pn
i=1 Pi)
 and (
Pn
i=1 Pi)
 are based on
the set (
Pn
i=1 Pi) + fg, but in the former case we extend R=
Pn
i=1 Ri by adding it
the pairs fRp jp2 (Pni=1 Pi)g and in the latter case we add also the pair R).
Assumption 1.2. Fr(L) must satisfy the following two requirements:
(i) suppose there exists a frame in Fr(L) containing a reexive point; then if all Pi
are in Fr(L), so does (
Pn
i=1 Pi)
;
(ii) suppose there exists a frame in Fr(L) containing an irreexive point; then if all
Pi are in Fr(L), so does (
Pn
i=1 Pi)
.
Among systems satisfying our assumptions we have the well-known systems K4; S4;
GL; S4:Grz; S4:1; innite normal extensions of S4 all matching our requirements can
be found in [8]. On the other hand, no proper consistent extension of GL can do this,
as GL is complete with respect to nite irreexive transitive trees.
We need some facts connecting Kripke models with substitutions. Given a substi-
tution  :F(x)!F(y), we can associate with a Kripke model u :P!P(y) a Kripke
model (u) :P!P(x) as follows:
x2 (u)(p) i u j=p (x)
for all x2 x and p2P. Note also that the function  applied to models commute with
restriction, i.e. for every p2P
((u))p= (up)
(this is due to the fact that truth of a formula at p is determined only by the value of
u at p and at points related to p). The following proposition can be easily proved:
Proposition 1.3. Let A2F(x) be a formula and  :F(x)!F(y) be a substitution.
We have that
(i) for every Kripke model u :P!P(y); (u) j= A i u j= (A);
(ii) ‘L (A) i (u) j= A holds for all P 2Fr(L) and u :P!P(y);
(iii) for every substitution  :F(y)!F(z) and for every Kripke model v :Q!P(z);
()(v)= ((v)) (note that the order of  and  is reversed).
Proof. (i) is established by proving inductively that (u) j=p A i u j=p (A) for
every p2P. (ii) follows from (i) and Assumption 1.1. (iii) is shown as follows, for
all x2 x and q2Q: x2 ((v))(q) i (v) j=q (x) i (by (i)) v j=q ((x)) i (by
denition of composition of substitutions) v j=q ()(x) i x2 ()(v)(q).
2 The degenerate case in which n=0 and the disjoint union is empty is included.
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The modal degree d(A) of a formula A is dened inductively as follows: d(A)= 0, if
A is a propositional variable or 0 or 1, d(A1 A2)= max(d(A1); d(A2)) for =^;_; ! ,
d( A)= 1 + d(A). It is evident that the number of non-provably equivalent formulas
in the variables x and whose complexity is less than or equal to a xed natural number
is nite.
We recall some background from [2, 3]. Given two Kripke models u :P!P(x) and
v :Q!P(x), dene:
u 0 v i u()= v();
u n+1 v i u()= v()&8p2P (Rp)9q2Q (Rq&
& up n vq))& vice versa:
Note that u n+k v implies u n v for all n; k. From the denition, it is clear that for
every n>0, n is an equivalence relation: we write [u]n for the equivalence class of
u. It is easily established, by induction on n, that, for every x and n, there are only
nitely many such equivalence classes (we indicate their number by N (x; n) or simply
by N ). The relationship to modal degree is explained in the following:
Proposition 1.4. Fix n>0 and two Kripke models u :F!P(x) and v :G!P(x). We
have that v n u i for all formulas A(x) such that d(A)6n (u j= A i v j= A).
Proof. The left-to-right side is a quite simple induction on n. For the right-to-left side,
it is sucient to introduce for every n; u :P!P(x) a formula X nu (sometimes called
in the literature the n-character of u) of complexity less or equal to n such that
v j= X nu i v n u (1.1)
holds for every Kripke model v :Q!P(x). This is done as follows: for n=0, X 0u isV
x2u() x ^
V
x 62u() :x and for n > 0, put:
X nu =
^
x2u()
x^
^
x 62u()
:x^
^
Rp
X n−1up ^
_
Rp
X n−1up :
Proof of (1.1) is straightforward.
We nally need innite equivalence (i.e. bisimulation) among Kripke models. For
u :P!P(x), v :Q!P(x), put u 1 v i for all n>0 we have that u n v. As our
frames are nite, we can easily prove that:
Lemma 1.5. Let u :P!P(x) and v :Q!P(x) be Kripke models; we have that u 1
v i u 0 v and ( for every p2P such that Rp there is q2Q such that Rq and
up 1 vq) and vice versa.
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2. Projectivity in modal logic
In this section we introduce the notion of projective formula and provide a suitable
sintactic and semantic characterization, thus establishing in particular the decidability
of such a notion. A formula of the kind +A(x) is said to be projective (in L) i there
is a unier  :F(x)!F(x) for it such that
+A ‘L x$ (x) (2.1)
holds for every x2 x. Such  is automatically an mgu for +A, because if  is another
unier for +A, then from (2.1) we get ( +A) ‘L (x)$ ((x)), hence 6 because
( +A) is a theorem in L (as  unies +A).
As (2.1) is equivalent to +A ‘L +(x$ (x)), we can apply the replacement
theorem, so that condition (2.1) above turns out to be equivalent to
+A ‘L B$ (B) (2.2)
for all formulas B2F(x). Notice also that substitutions  :F(x)!F(x) satisfying (2.1)
are closed under composition, independently on the fact whether they unify A or not.
In fact, suppose that 1; 2 are two such substitutions; we get +A ‘L +A$ 1( +A)
from (2.2) applied to 1, hence also +A ‘L 1( +A). From (2.1) applied to 2, we
obtain 1( +A) ‘L 1(x)$ 1(2(x)) for all x2 x. By transitivity, we get +A ‘L
1(x)$ 1(2(x)) and nally +A ‘ x$ 1(2(x)) by transitivity of $ and by (2.1)
applied to 1.
We can build substitutions satisfying (2.1) in the following way. Let a be a subset
of x; the substitution a+A :F(x)!F(x) is dened as follows:
a +A(x)=
 +A! x if x2 a;
+A^ x if x 62 a:
Clearly a +A satises (2.1) and so does any composition of such substitutions. We take
as  +A the substitution 
a1
+A  as+A, where a1; : : : ; as is any arbitrarily xed ordering
of the subsets of x. The eect of a +A on Kripke models is quite simple:
Lemma 2.1. Let A2F(x); a x and u2Mod(L) be a model over x. For every p2
dom(u); we have that a +A(p)= u(p) if up j= +A and a +A(p)= a otherwise.
A variant of a Kripke model u :P!P(x) is a Kripke model u0 :P!P(x) such that
u(p)= u0(p) holds for all p 62 cl(). A class K ModL of Kripke models over x is said
to have the extension property i for every Kripke model u2ModL, if up 2K holds
for every p 62 cl(), then there is a variant u0 of u, such that u0 2K . 3 The following
theorem gives our main results about projectivity (recall from the previous section that
N is the number of non n-equivalent Kripke models over x):
3 Note that, in particular, if K has the extension property and P is a frame such that P= cl(), then K
must contain a model based on P.
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Theorem 2.2. For a formula +A(x) such that d(A)6n; the following conditions are
equivalent:
(i) 2N+A is a unier for
+A;
(ii) +A is projective;
(iii) ModL( +A) has the extension property.
Proof. (i) ) (ii) follows from the fact that 2N+A satises (2.1), as a composition of
substitutions satisfying (2.1).
In order to prove that (ii) ) (iii), suppose that  is a unier for +A satisfying (2.1)
and take a Kripke model u2ModL, u :P!P(x). We have that (u)2ModL( +A)
because  is a unier for +A (see Proposition 1.3(ii)). It is sucient to show that
(u)(p)= u(p) in case up j= +A (this would imply that (u) is a variant of u
in case up 2ModL( +A) holds for all p 62 cl()). But for every x2 x, x2 (u)(p)
i u j=p (x) i u j=p x because up is a model of +A and because  satises
(2.1).
The implication (iii) ) (i) is much harder: we split it in a series of lemmas, the
nal one (Lemma 2.8) gives the claim (by Proposition 1.3(ii)).
In order to complete the proof of the above Theorem, let us rst make a simple
observation:
Lemma 2.3. Suppose that ModL( +A(x)) has the extension property and that for
u2ModL; up j= +A holds only for all p2dom(u) such that p 62 cl(). Then for
some a x; a +A(u) j= +A holds as well.
Proof. If cl() is a singleton, the claim is immediate by Lemma 2.1 and by denition
of extension property. If not, modify u by replacing the cluster of its root by a single
reexive point and by forcing at this new root an aritrarily chosen set b x of variables.
In this way, you get a new model v such that a +A(v) j= +A holds for some a (we
can directly take a= b in case v j= +A). We now prove that a +A(u) 1 a +A(v): in
fact, by Lemma 2.1, these two models agree at points outside cl() and they both force
exactly the variables in a at points in cl(), so that it is easy to show by induction
on n that a +A(up) n a +A(v) holds for all p2 cl() (recall that root is reexive by
construction in v and that the cluster of the root has at least two elements in u). Innite
equivalence implies that a +A(u) j= +A holds.
According to Lemma 2.3 just proved, we realize that, if ModL( +A(x)) has the
extension property, then after each application of  +A to a model u, the set of points
in dom(u) satisfying +A gets increased. In fact, all frontier points (i.e. all points p
such that up 6j= +A and 8q(pR>q) uq j= +A)) will satisfy +A after one application
of  +A. Thus, as our frames are nite and there are no innite R>-chains, after nitely
many applications of  +A, every model u will eventually satisfy +A. However, the
length of R>-chains is not a good parameter to choose, because varying the frame it
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can be arbitrarily high and we cannot iterate  +A innitely many times. We plan to
show that 2N applications of  +A are uniformly sucient for all models. 4
Till the end of this section, we make the following conventions: rst, A(x) is a xed
formula such that d(A)6n and such that ModL( +A) has the extension property.
Let us also abbreviate a+A and  +A as 
a and , respectively. All mentioned Kripke
models are assumed to be in ModL and over x. This is our strategy: we associate to
each point in a model the rank of the point (with respect to +A), which is nothing
but the cardinality of the set of non n-equivalent points related to it and forcing +A.
Next we prove that after one application of  to a given model (better, after two
applications of , a complication arising when we have the simultaneous presence of
reexive and irreexive points), either the model satises +A or the minimum rank
of its points not satisfying +A grows strictly. This yields the desired conclusion,
given that rank is bounded by N . In a model u :P!P(x), points p2P not satisfying
+A and realizing the minimum rank are such that up is homogeneous: a model is
homogeneous i all points of it not satisfying +A have the same rank. Homogeneous
models play consequently a special role: we need to prove (Lemma 2.7 below) that
after two applications of , either such models satisfy +A or rank grows.
Here is the list of the formal denitions we need. For a model u :P!P(x), dene:
 u[ +A] is the set fp2P j up j= +Ag and fu[ +A] is the set of frontier points, i.
e. the set fp2P jp 62 u[ +A] and 8q (pR>q) q2 u[ +A])g;
 the rank r(u) is the cardinality of the set f[up]n j Rp&p2 u[ +A]g (notice that
r(u)6r(a(u)) for every a x, by Lemma 2.1); 5
 u is said to be homogeneous i r(up)= r(uq) holds for all p; q 62 u[ +A]; notice that
any u2ModL( +A) is homogeneous (quantication over p; q is empty), moreover
if u is homogeneous, then up is homogeneous too for every p.
Lemma 2.4. Suppose that u :P!P(x) is homogeneous and that r(u)= r(a(u)) holds
for some a x. Then:
(i) given p; q 62 u[ +A] and given p0 such that pRp0 and p0 2 a(u)[ +A]; there is
q0 such that qRq0; q0 2 a(u)[ +A] and a(up0) n a(uq0);
(ii) given q2P; we have that r(uq)= r(a(uq));
(iii) a(u) is homogeneous.
Proof. Ad (i): As R is transitive, it is sucient to establish the claim for p= . We
have inclusions among nite sets
f[us]n j qRs& s2 u[ +A]gf[us]n j Rs& s2 u[ +A]g
4 In the case of intuitionistic logic the situation is much more simple [5]: a single application is sucient,
provided A is a little more carefully dened.
5 We prefer to use the notion of rank of a model, instead of the notion of rank of a point in a model. Note
that the two notions are interdenable: for instance, the rank of a point p in a model u is r(up) (conversely,
if the notion of rank of a point in a model is introduced as primitive, then the notion of rank of a model
is dened as the rank of the root).
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and
f[us]n j Rs& s2 u[ +A]gf[a(us)]n j Rs& s2 a(u)[ +A]g
(for the latter inclusion recall Lemma 2.1); by hypothesis, we also have that r(uq)=
r(u)= r(a(u)), so these sets coincide, having the same cardinality. This means that
given p0 such that Rp0 and p0 2 a(u)[ +A], there is q0 such that qRq0, q0 2 u[ +A]
and a(up0) n uq0 ; but uq0 = a(uq0), by Lemma 2.1, whence the claim.
Ad (ii): For q2 u[ +A], the claim is obvious because uq= a(uq). If q 62 u[ +A],
as r(uq)= r(u) holds by homogeneity and as r(u)= r(a(u)), it is sucient to prove
that r(a(uq))= r(a(u)), which follows by putting p=  in (i).
Ad (iii): Take any q1; q2 62 a(u)[ +A]. As qi 62 a(u)[ +A] implies qi 62 u[ +A], we
have r(uq1 ) = r(uq2 ) by homogeneity; by (ii) we have r(uqi)= r(
a(uqi)), so that we
conclude r(a(uq1 ))= r(
a(uq2 )).
Lemma 2.5. Suppose that u :P!P(x) is homogeneous and that r(u)= r((u)); if
Pnu[ +A] contains a reexive point p such that p2 (u)[ +A]; then (u) j= +A.
Proof. Fix a reexive point p not in u[ +A] and such that p2 (u)[ +A]. This means
that for some a= ai subset of x, putting u0= a1    ai−1 (u), we have that p 62 u0[ +A]
and p2 a(u0)[ +A]. We still have that r(u0)= r(a(u0)) (because r(u)6r(u0)6
r(a(u0))6r((u)) and r(u)= r((u)) holds by hypothesis); moreover, u0 is homoge-
neous by repeated applications of Lemma 2.4(iii). This means that Lemma 2.4 applies
to u0. We shall prove that
q 62 u0[ +A]) a(u0p) k a(u0q) (2.3)
holds for all k =0; : : : ; n+ 1 (it follows that a(u0q) j= +A holds for all q 62 u0[ +A],
so that a(u0) j= +A and a fortiori (u) j= +A). a(u0p) 0 a(u0q) is obvious by
Lemma 2.1. Let us suppose that k > 0; as a(u0p) 0 a(u0q) holds, we must only show
that
(i) for all p0 such that pRp0 there is q such that qRq0 and a(u0p0) k−1 a(u0q0) and
conversely that
(ii) for all q0 such that qRq0 there is p such that pRp0 and a(u0p0) k−1 a(u0q0).
First take p0 such that pRp0; we must have that a(u0p0) j= +A, because pRp0 and
a(u0p) j= +A. The required q0 is directly given by Lemma 2.4(i). Now pick q0 such
that qRq0: if q0 2 u0[ +A] a(u0)[ +A], we can again apply Lemma 2.4(i). If not,
by induction we have that a(u0p) k−1 a(u0q0), so we can take p0=p, because p is
reexive.
Lemma 2.6. Suppose that u :P!P(x) is homogeneous and that r(u)= r((u)); if
Pnu[ +A] contains only irreexive points; then (u) j= +A.
Proof. Consider any p2fu[ +A] (which is irreexive now, as any other point not in
u[ +A]). By Lemma 2.3 applied to up, we certainly have that p2 (u)[ +A]. Take
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a and u0 as in the proof of the previous lemma; note that p2fu0 [ +A] and that
p2 a(u0)[ +A]. We shall again show that
q 62 u0[ +A] ) a(u0p) n+1 a(u0q): (2.4)
Statement (2.4) is now proved by induction on h(q; +A) which is dened as the maxi-
mum length of chains q1Rq2   Rqm, where q1 = q and qi 62 u0[ +A], for all i=1; : : : ; m
(such chains cannot be innite, as points outside u0[ +A] u[ +A] are not reexive).
Note that once again a(u0p) 0 a(u0q) holds by Lemma 2.1. If h(q; +A)= 1, then
q2fu0 [ +A] too. Now any q0 such that qRq0 is in u0[ +A] a(u0)[ +A] (because q
is irreexive and belongs to fu0 [ +A]), so certainly there is (by Lemma 2.4(i)) a p0
such that pRp0 and a(u0p0) n a(u0q0). The same happens if we pick p0 such that
pRp0. Suppose now that h(q; +A)> 1; again if we pick p0 such that pRp0, we can
repeat the above argument. Pick now q0 such that qRq0 : if q0 2 u0[ +A], we argue
in the usual way, otherwise h(q0; +A) < h(q; +A) and so, by induction hypothesis,
a(u0p) n+1 a(u0q0). This implies that a(u0q0) j= +A, so by Lemma 2.4(i) there is p0
such that pRp0 and a(u0p0) n a(u0q0).
Lemma 2.7. Suppose that u :P!P(x) is homogeneous; then either r(u)< r(2(u))
or 2(u) j= +A.
Proof. Suppose that r(u)= r((u))= r(2(u)); note that we can apply Lemmas 2.5 and
2.6 not only to u, but also to (u) and to all the uq for q2P, because of Lemma 2.4(iii)
and (ii). 6 Now if Pnu[ +A] does not contain reexive points, then (u) j= +A by
Lemma 2.6 (a fortiori, we shall have 2(u) j= +A). If Pnu[ +A] contains a reexive
point, choose a minimal such, i. e. take a reexive p such that for all q, if pR>q then
either q is irreexive or q2 u[ +A] (this is always possible as our frames are nite).
By Lemma 2.6, (uq) j= +A holds for all q such that pR>q. If (up) j= +A holds
too, then (u) j= +A by Lemma 2.5. If not, p2f(u)[ +A], hence 2(u) j= +A by
Lemmas 2.3 and 2.5.
We can nally complete the proof of Theorem 2.2:
Lemma 2.8. We have 2N (u) j= +A for every u :P!P(x).
Proof. It is sucient to show that after each application of 2, either 2(u) j= +A or
(u)= minfr(up) jp 62 u[ +A]g
grows strictly. We show that for every p 62 u[ +A] such that r(up)= (u), we have
either r(up)< r(2(up)) or 2(up) j= +A (so that in any case such points cannot be
invoqued for claiming that  does not grow). But points p such that p 62 u[ +A] and
r(up)= (u) are such that up is homogeneous, so Lemma 2.7 applies.
6 Recall also that immediately after the denition of homogeneous model, we observed that the fact that
u is homogeneous implies that uq is homogeneous for all q.
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3. Unication in modal logic
In this section we reach our nal goal, which consists in proving that every uni-
able formula admits a nite complete set of uniers. In order to show this, we shall
prove that every unier  for A is a unier for a projective formula +B such that
d(B)6d(A) and +B ‘L A (the nitarity result now comes from the fact that such 
is less general than an mgu for +B, which in its turn is also a unier for A by the
last condition).
For a class K of Kripke models over x and for a model u :P!P(x), put u6nK i
for all p2P there exists v2K and there exists q2dom(v) such that up n vq.
Proposition 3.1. A class K ModL of Kripke models over x is of the form ModL
( +A) for a formula A(x) such that d(A)6n i it satises the following closure
condition:
u6nK) u2K
for all Kripke models u2ModL over x.
Proof. Recall from Section 1 that with every Kripke model u over x, a formula X nu is
associated in such a way that
v j= X nu i v n u (3.1)
holds for every model v over x. One side of the claim of the proposition is a direct
consequence of Proposition 1.4. For the other side, take A=
W
v2K
W
q2dom(v) X
n
vq (which
is in fact a nite disjunction because there are only nitely many formulas of the kind
X nu ) and use the above closure condition and (3.1) to check that K =ModL(
+A).
A class K of Kripke models is said to be stable i u2K implies up 2K for every
p2dom(u); for instance all classes of the kind ModL( +A) are stable.
Proposition 3.2. Let K ModL be a stable class of Kripke models over x. Then
Kn= fu :P!P(x) j 8p2P 9v2K v n upg
is the smallest class of Kripke models extending K which is of the form ModL( +A);
for some A(x) such that d(A)6n.
Proof. Just note that u2Kn i u6nK , by stability of K , and apply the previous Propo-
sition.
Lemma 3.3. Let K ModL be a stable class of Kripke models over x. If K has the
extension property; so does Kn for every n>1.
Proof. Suppose that for u :P!P(x), we have that up 2Kn, for every p 62 cl(). This
means in particular that for every p 62 cl(), there is vp :Qp!P(x) such that vp 2K
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and up n vp. If the root of u is reexive, then Q=(
P
p Q
p) is a frame for L, thanks
to our second Assumption on L (see Section 1). The same happens if the root of u
is irreexive, provided we take Q=(
P
p Q
p). Consequently, as K has the extension
property, there exists v2K , v :Q!P(x) extending all the vp. In particular, for such
v, we have that
(d) for every q2Q such that q 62 cl() there exists q0 2Q and p0 2P, p0 62 cl(), such
that up0 n vq0 and q0R+q.
(q0 is the root of the poset Qp
0
q belongs to). Dene now a variant u0 of u by putting
u0(r)= v() for all r 2 cl(). Clearly for every p 62 cl(), there is a model in K which
is n-equivalent to u0p, by construction and because u
0
p= up. In order to guarantee that
u0 2Kn, it remains to show that u0r n v holds for every r 2 cl(). This is established
by applying the following lemma to u0r and v :
Lemma 3.4. Let n>0 and let u :P!P(x) and v :Q!P(x) be Kripke models; we
have that u n v in case the following conditions are all satised :
(a) the roots of P and Q are both reexive or irreexive;
(b) for every p2P and q2Q such that p2 cl() and q2 cl(); we have that u(p)=
v(q);
(c) for every p2P such that p 62 cl() there exists q2Q; q 62 cl() such that up n
vq;
(d) for every q2Q such that q 62 cl() there exists q0 2Q and p0 2P; p0 62 cl();
such that up0 n vq0 and q0R+q.
Proof. We show that ur k vs holds for every r 2 cl(), s2 cl() and for every
k =0; : : : ; n. We argue by induction on k. Now 0-equivalence holds by hypothesis (b);
let us suppose k > 0. In order to show k-equivalence, we should be able to produce
(i) for every p2P such that rRp, a q2Q such that sRq and up k−1 vq;
(ii) for every q2Q such that sRp, a p2P such that rRp and up k−1 vq.
Ad (i): pick p such that rRp; if p 62 cl(), the hypothesis (c) gives q such that sRq
and up n vq. If p2 cl(), then the roots of u and v are both reexive by (a), so we
have that sRs and by induction hypothesis we get up k−1 vq for q= s.
Ad (ii): pick now any q such that sRq; if q2 cl(), we can argue as above. Other-
wise, by (d), there exists q0 2Q and p0 2P, p0 62 cl(), such that up0 n vq0 and q0R+q.
If q= q0, (ii) is proved and if q0Rq, there is p such that p0Rp and up n−1 vq. This
shows the claim, as k − 16n− 1.
Theorem 3.5. Each uniable formula A(x) admits a nite complete set of uniers.
Proof. Let  :F(x)!F(y) be a unier for A and let n=d(A). The Theorem is proved
once we show that there is a projective formula +B(x) such that +B ‘L A, d(B)6n
and  is a unier for +B. In fact, in this case,  would be less general than an mgu
for +B, which would also be a unier for A.
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Take
K = fv :Q!P(x) j 9u :P!P(y) s:t: v 1 (u)g:
K is stable by Lemma 1.5, in fact, if v 1 (u), then for all q in the domain of v
there is p in the domain of u such that (up)= (u)p 1 vq.
We show that K also has the extension property. Suppose that for u :P!P(x) we
have that up 2K for all p 62 cl(). For all such p there are Kripke models vp :Qp!
P(y) such that (vp) 1 up. Now let Q be (
P
p Q
p) in case the root of P is
reexive and let Q be (
P
q Q
p) in case the root of P is irreexive (Assumption 1.2
on L is again used here). Extend
P
p vp arbitrarily to a Kripke model v :Q!P(x)
and dene a variant u0 of u by putting u0(r)= (v)() for all r 2 cl(). By Lemma 3.4
above, we have that u0 n (v) holds for every n>0. Hence u0 1 (v) follows. This
shows that the variant u0 of u belongs to K , so that K has the extension property.
The hypotheses of Lemma 3.3 can be applied to K , hence Kn has the extension prop-
erty. By Proposition 3.2, Kn=ModL( +B) for some formula B such that d(B)6n and
such that +B is projective by Theorem 2.2. Moreover  is a unier for +B because
for every u :P!P(y), (u)2K ModL( +B). It remains to show that +B ‘L A.
As  is a unier for A (and consequently for +A too), we have that (u) j= +A
holds for every Kripke model u :P!P(y), consequently K ModL( +A), because
ModL( +A) is closed under innite equivalence. As d(A)6n, KnModL( +A)
ModL(A) because of Proposition 3.2. We so have that Kn=ModL( +B)ModL(A),
that is +B ‘L A by our rst Assumption on L.
We can reformulate the content of the proof of Theorem 3.5 by introducing the
concept of projective approximation of a formula A. Let S(A) be the set of projec-
tive formulas +B such that d(B)6d(A) and +B ‘L A; a projective approximation
(A) of A is a minimal subset of S(A) such that for every formula +C 2 S(A)
there is a formula +B in (A) such that +C ‘L +B. In other words, any pro-
jective approximation of A is obtained from S(A) by keeping only one formula for
each ‘L-maximal class of formulas; up to provable equivalences, (A) is unique, so
that we shall simply speak of the projective approximation of A. Now the proof of
Theorem 3.5 says that any unier for A is a unier for a formula in S(A), hence also
for a formula in (A). Consequently, any unier for A is less general than an mgu for
a formula in (A). The mgu’s of the formulas in (A) are pairwise incomparable, 7
7 Suppose that +B1(x);
+B2(x) are both projective and that 1; 2 are uniers for them satisfying con-
dition (2.1) from Section 2. We have that
+B1 ‘L +B2 i 162:
On one side, suppose that +B1 ‘L +B2: as +B2 ‘L x $ 2(x) for all x2 x, we get 1( +B2) ‘L
1(x) $ 1(2(x)), so 162 because 1( +B2) is a theorem in L. On the other side, if 162, then
there is  s. t. 1 is equivalent to 2. In particular, we have that ‘L 1( +B2) $ (2( +B2)), that is
‘L 1( +B2). By (2.2) of Section 6, we can conclude +B1 ‘L +B2.
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so they are a basis of uniers for A. Such basis is eectively computable for every
decidable logic satisfying our assumptions.
We give below a list of examples; it should be noted that, in concrete cases, the
computation of a basis of uniers is better achieved through direct semantic arguments
rather than through the algorithm coming from Theorems 2.2 and 3.5. In particular,
projective formulas often have mgu’s which are much more simple than the mgu
mentioned in Theorem 2.2.
Example 1. The formula +x is projective and has mgu given by x 7−! 1 (we have
‘L +1 and +x ‘L x $ 1); analogously, +:x is projective and x 7−! 0 is an mgu
for it.
Example 2. The formula +( x ! x) is projective and has an mgu given by x 7−!
+( x ! x)! x.
Example 3. Any projective formula +B must have the disjunction property (but not
conversely), in the sense that for every A1; A2 we have
+B ‘L A1 _ A2 ) +B ‘L A1 or +B ‘L A2
(this is easily seen by the fact that ModL( +B) has the extension property).
Consequently, if +B is projective and +B ‘L x_ :x, then either +B ‘L x or
+B ‘L :x; this means that f +x; +:xg is the projective approximation of x_ :x.
A basis of uniers for x_ :x is given by the two substitutions x 7−! 1 and x 7−! 0
(see Example 1).
Example 4. The formula x (equivalent to + x) is not projective in L if for instance
the frame hfp; qg; fpRqgi is a frame for L. In fact, there is no variant in ModL( x)
of any Kripke model u based on such a frame and such that x 62 u(q). The projective
approximation of x is f +xg. In fact, if +B is projective and +B ‘L x, then
+B ‘L x. Otherwise, there is u :P!P(x) such that u j= +B and u 6j= x; now by
considering P or P it is easy to build u0 such that u0 j= +B and u0 6j= x (recall
that ModL( +B) has the extension property).
Example 5. A formula A is uniable i (A) 6= ; (one side is trivial, for the other
side recall that if  unies A, it must unify some formula in (A)). The projective
approximation of A can be empty even if Mod(A) 6= ;. Take for instance x^:x;
if +B is projective it cannot be that +B ‘L x and +B ‘L :x. For, if L is
consistent then either the one-point reexive frame or the one-point irreexive frame
must be a frame for L and no Kripke model based on such frames can have a variant
which is a model of +B (such variant would be a model of both x and :x,
which is impossible).
We nally give the application to admissible inference rules. Recall [12] that the
rule A1=A2 is admissible in L i for every substitution , ‘L (A1) implies ‘L (A2).
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The following Theorem gives an eective criterion to decide admissibility of inference
rules for any decidable L satisfying our assumptions:
Theorem 3.6. The rule A1(x)=A2(x) is admissible in L i we have that +B ‘L A2
holds for every +B2(A1).
Proof. If A1(x)=A2(x) is admissible in L and +B2(A1), then +B is projective
and +B ‘L A1. Consider any unier  :F(x)!F(x) for +B satisfying the condition
+B ‘L C $ (C) for every C 2F(x). We have ‘L (A1), hence also ‘L (A2) which
implies +B ‘L A2.
Vice versa, suppose that the condition of the theorem is satised and consider any
substitution  such that ‘L (A1). We know that there exists +B2(A1) such that
‘L ( +B). As +B ‘L A2 holds, we get ‘L (A2), i. e. the rule is admissible.
Example 6. The rule x=x is admissible in L because f +xg is a projective approxi-
mation of x (see Example 4) and +x ‘L x. The rule x^:x=0 is admissible in L
because (x^:x) is empty (see Example 5). Consider now Lob rule x ! x=x.
As f +( x ! x)g is a projective approximation of x ! x (see Example 2), Lob
rule is admissible in L i ‘L +( x ! x) ! x i ‘L ( x ! x) ! x i GLL
(which is the same as GL= L by our Assumptions on L).
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